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Teaching History, University andMilitary Dictatorship in Brazil;

The purpose of this article is to focus on the process and effects of repression triggered

by the military dictatorship in Brazil from 1968 to 1982, at Universidade Federal do Rio

de Janeiro, which strongly affected its teachers and students.

During this period considered as "lead years in Brazilian political history," the new

regime promoted the dismissal of teachers and the expulsion of students and

implemented educational reforms aimed not only to empty any possibility of political

mobilization but also to impose strong censorship on historiographical debates

excluding authors and themes from the curricula.

This theme offers theoretical and methodological possibilities to face the challenges to

understand the history of History teaching with its political and historiographic

struggles locked in a moment of great transformations, as well as the problems that

characterize the History of Present Time.

Dealing with the events and the actors who participated in this story is an opportunity

to exercise our critical ability to evaluate interpretations marked by traumatic

memories, police sources, strongly committed to polarized ideological positions.

To this end, we intend to work with a set of testimonies not only of victims, but also

with the new teachers who have replaced the former excluded and students, and to

what extent they have been able to deal with the repressive processes carried out in the

university and developed resistance strategies.
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The oral history as a tool in the history of science

Specializing on the history of science I am collecting oral testimonies of archaeologists

about the development of the Soviet theoretical archaeology. Theoretical archaeology

is a field of archaeology that studies different aspects of archaeological cognition. In

the USSR scholars began work in this field at the beginning of the 1970s and gradually

three scientific centers were established in Leningrad, Kiev and Moscow. I have

interviewed more than 50 respondents who came from Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and

Czech Republic and were dealing with the Soviet theoretical archaeology during the

1970s – early 1990s.

This is the first time of the usage of oral history for studies of the archaeology

development on the post-Soviet area. Oral testimonies are additional source to archival

records and published information. They are dedicated to few topics: "The history of

methodological workshops at different research establishments," "The history of

archaeological theory departments at archaeological institutions" and "Archaeology as

a profession." The first and the second topics are divided on cities and organizations.

Based on this experience I want to discuss in my paper advantages and disadvantages

of the oral history use for studying the history of science. Comparing oral testimonies

with information from other sources I will show how their combination could enrich a

narrative, disclose untypical sides of the problem and reveal distortions determined by

each informational source type. In addition, I am touching on such aspects of the

history of science as an ideological pressure and censorship in the USSR discovered by

oral history records. The results of my research might be compared with the similar

from different countries or dealing with the history of other scientific disciplines.
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Exploring the Production of Knowledge: Oral Interviews and Research Schools

Many oral history interviews in the history of science are conducted with key

researchers, focusing on particular achievements. Much has been learned through such

interviews, and they are a valuable resource: for instance, The Center for History of

Physics of the American Institute of Physics now holds more than 2,000 transcribed

interviews. But individual interviews are less helpful for revealing how knowledge is

produced in large research institutions, staffed not only by elite scientists but also

instrument-makers, graduate assistants and, not infrequently, the spouses of scientists.

An oral history project conceived by Columbia University's Center for Oral History did

much to correct this situation. Between 1996 and 1998 some sixty biographical

interviews, averaging 6 hours in length, were conducted with the university's earth

science community, centered at what is now known as the Lamont-Doherty Earth

Observatory. Those interviewed included not only its senior researchers–noted for

contributing to the discovery of plate tectonics, uncovering the nature of the sea floor,

and improved understanding of climate change–but also shop technicians, ship

captains, purchasing agents, office managers, and spouses.

In this paper, I explore what historians can learn about the production of knowledge by

using this rich archival interview collection. Lamont is a revealing example of what

historian Gerald L. Geison termed a research school: "small groups of mature scientists

pursuing a reasonably coherent program of research side-by-side with advanced

students in the same institutional context and engaging in direct, continuous social and

intellectual interaction." These interviews illuminate the challenges that women

scientists faced in laying claims to intellectual breakthroughs, and also

often-overlooked roles women played in maintaining this close-knit research

community. A Cold War institution–funded by military patronage to help address

national security concerns–Lamont also reveals how scientists dealt with wartime

tensions.
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Archived oral history in education: a hospital school case study

This paper will present the findings of an intergenerational oral history project at The

Children's Hospital School at Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, one of the largest

dedicated childrens' hospitals in Europe. The hospital archives hold a range of material

relating to both medical and social history dating back to the mid-1800s when the

hospital was founded, including a collection of oral history interviews (recorded

2002/3).

In order to open up these collections to patients at the hospital these recordings were

digitized and edited into shorter clips to be used, alongside other archival materials, in

the classroom. Interviews used included one with a patient of the hospital in the 1920s.

Listening to his experiences enabled patients to explore and reflect on their own time

in hospital and revealed the therapeutic potential of oral history in opening up these

discussions.

Based on these lessons students went on to study oral history techniques and devise

their own interviews. The project worked with the archives and the league of retired

nurses to find interviewees and the resulting intergenerational interviews have added

to the hospital's archives.

This paper, illustrated with sound clips and archive material, will explore the

opportunities and challenges presented by this archived oral history, and the process of

developing these collections for use with new young audiences. The use of oral history

in teaching will be explored as well as the unique therapeutic value of oral history for

children in hospitals.

About the speaker:

Rosa Kurowska is a oral historian and educator based in London. Her past projects have

included oral histories of art schools, a radical feminist choir and the Chinese diaspora

in London. She also works as an educator, including at the Children's Hospital School at

GOS where she has been developing history education for student patients since 2015.
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Changing roles of women in the Czech academia – historical probes

The paper will present results of PhD. research focused on the changing position of

women in the academia in the Czech republic. Using historical probes to different

periods of the second half of the twentieth century, it seeks answers to the following

questions: How did the status of women change in the context of changes in science

assessment? (focusing on the transition to scientometric methods of evaluation after

1989), How was the career path of women scientists influenced by social pressure and

expectations?, How did the political situation affect the choice of disciplines women

scientists decided to dedicate their lives to? Who were idols and inspirational characters

of women who have chosen scientific career? What were their strategies of

self-assertion in the male dominated environment? What was the role of their family

circumstances in their careers paths?

Research uses biographical interviews as one of the main sources. The research uses

snowball sampling to cover various career paths, including scholars who decided to

leave academia at some point. One of the research objectives is to identify which

barriers prevented women from developing academic careers and how have those

barriers changed, depending on the historical and political context but also which

strategies, life approaches and circumstances have led to successful scientific careers.
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Using educational life history interviews to explore the educational pathways of

adults who spent time in out-of-home care (e.g. foster care) in Ireland

Life history approaches are valuable when researching learning across the lifespan; they

provide a way of exploring those factors that have shaped individual lives by

considering individual factors and the broader socio-cultural context (Gouthro, 2014).

Life history methods are particularly useful when seeking to increase our understanding

of different phenomena. This presentation will outline how life history methods have

been adapted and used to explore the educational pathways of adults who spent time

in out-of-home care (e.g. foster care; hereafter 'care') as children in Ireland.

While some young people with care experience do well in education, many (a majority)

fare less well, achieving less, and leaving education earlier. Adapted life history

interviews – educational life-history interviews (Moore, 2006) – provide a unique

opportunity to explore and examine the complexity and nuance of individual

experiences of education and learning. In addition, applying this method of data

collection within a life course framework, has the potential to facilitate a fuller

understanding of the ways in which care and education experiences interact over the

life course.

This presentation will outline the reasons why this method of data collection was

selected to explore the educational pathways of care-experienced adults and how the

life history interview method was adapted to focus on educational life-histories. Finally,

this presentation will provide insight into the key challenges and lessons learned from

applying this method within this interdisciplinary piece of research (social work, social

policy, education).
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